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Extended Validation
(EV) SSL/TLS

Put Your Verified Brand Identity Front and
Center on Your Website with EV SSL/TLS
Extended Validation (EV) Certificates include the most company
data and companies must meet the highest, most stringent
requirements of any type of SSL Certificate before receiving a
certificate. They also lend the most credibility to your website by
bringing your business’s verified identity front and center –
clearly displaying your company’s name in a green address bar.

FEATURES
Ŷ RSA 2048+ or ECC 256, 384 bit keys
supported
Ŷ Single certificate secures both
www.domain.com and domain.com
Ŷ Compatible with all browsers and
mobile devices
Ŷ Secure site seal included
Ŷ Underwritten $1.5 million warranty

This prominent security indicator assures visitors that your site is
legitimately operated by your company and secure, increasing
trust and leading to more sales or conversions.

Ŷ Certificate Transparency (CT)
Compliant
Ŷ 7 day refund period

Ŷ EV SSL provides the highest level of SSL security
Ŷ Display organization name in browser, assuring users of
site legitimacy
Ŷ Activate the green address bar, a clear security indicator
increases users’ trust
Ŷ Elevate your site image and position your brand against
the big brands, thousands of which already use EV SSL

Ŷ Free reissues and unlimited server
licensing
Ŷ Add up to 100 subdomains or top
level domains
Ŷ Global support with local offices
around the world
Ŷ Free access to GlobalSign’s
Certificate Inventory Tool and SSL
Server Test
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What is the Vetting Process?
The Extended Validation vetting process establishes the legitimacy of an organization within a specific
jurisdiction of incorporation. It also clearly identifies the organization’s principle place of business through a
rigorous and stringent set of well-defined validation processes created by the CA/B Forum.

To obtain an EV SSL Certificate, a
company must verify:
ŶThe legal, physical and operational
existence on the entity
ŶThat the identity of the entity matches official
records
ŶThat the entity has exclusive rights to use
the domain specified in the EV SSL
Certificate(s)
ŶThat the entity has properly authorized the
issuance of the EV SSL Certificate

Typical EV SSL Vetting Process
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The Certificate Authority reviews the application
for EV SSL.
The Certificate Authority confirms the organization’s legal
name, registration number, registered address, physical
business address and any assumed business names.
The Certificate Authority verifies the applicant’s
right to use the domain name.
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The Certificate Authority substantiates that the
applying organization has approved the issuance of an
EV SSL Certificate
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Once everything checks out, the Certificate Authority
issues the EV SSL Certificate.

Manage and Automate SSL/TLS Lifecycles with Managed PKI
GlobalSign’s cloud-based certificate management platform reduces the effort, cost and time associated
with managing enterprise SSL Certificates. Managed PKI centralizes all certificate, user and financial
activity and gives you complete control over certificate lifecycles, including application, issuance,
revocation and renewal.
ŶVolume discounts up to 80% off retail
ŶPre-vetted domains means certificates can be issued instantly
ŶControl all lifecycle management functions and user permissions from one centralized platform
ŶFree Certificate Inventory Tool locates all certificates on your network regardless of issuing CA so you
can monitor upcoming expirations and keep up with baseline requirements

Switching to EV SSL
GlobalSign offers special rates to current customers who would like to upgrade to an EV SSL Certificate.
We also offer discounted rates to anyone who would like to switch their certificate to GlobalSign from a
competitor. Contact a GlobalSign representative immediately to get a coupon code for either of these
special rates!
About GlobalSign
GlobalSign is the leading provider of trusted identity and security solutions enabling
businesses, large enterprises, cloud service providers and IoT innovators around the
world to secure online communications, manage millions of verified digital identities and
automate authentication and encryption. Its high-scale Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
and identity solutions support the billions of services, devices, people and things
comprising the Internet of Everything (IoE).
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